Introduction

- Patient engagement in rehabilitation services occurs within relationship
- The rehabilitation provider’s actions and perceived values and attitudes influence whether a patient engages or not
- Attending to the rehabilitation provider, how they act and why they act as they do is anticipated to contribute to our understanding of patient engagement.

Study Aim

- To explore rehabilitation provider perspectives of engagement, including how they speak of the patient, themselves and their role in engagement.

Method

- Theoretical perspective: Symbolic interactionism
- Participants: 14 rehabilitation providers
- Data gathering: 2 focus groups and 4 individual interviews
- Data analysis: Voice Centered Relational Method including Listening Guide and I-Poems

One provider: A multiplicity of voices

Each provider spoke with a range of voices when describing their views of engagement. Each voice represents different ways of working to facilitate engagement and different views of the role of the patient and provider in engagement. Each voice highlights how personal and structural contexts influence engagement practices and perspectives.

Discussion

- The ways in which providers work appear to be influenced by a number of factors:
  - Thoughts & feelings about engagement
  - Perceptions of the patient
  - Their view of their role in engagement and rehabilitation
  - How much they emphasised therapeutic relationship
- These factors potentially influenced not just their work but how their patients engaged in rehabilitation.

Clinical Implications

- It is valuable to attend to commonly unspoken aspects of practice, “the things we don’t talk about” as one participant said
- This can be helped by:
  - Acknowledging provider’s thoughts and feelings about the patient, their practice and engagement
  - Considering how these came to be and what their effects might be for engagement practices and patient engagement
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